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Abstract

This paper presents a versatile hardware/software co-
simulation and co-design environment for embedded 3D
graphics accelerators. The GRAphics AcceLerator design
exploration framework (GRAAL) is an open system which
offers a coherent development methodology based on an ex-
tensive library of SystemC RTL models of graphics pipeline
components. GRAAL incorporates tools to assist in the vi-
sual debugging of the graphics algorithms implemented
in hardware, and to estimate the performance in terms of
throughput, power consumption, and area.

1. Introduction
With the advent of system-on-chip (SOC) design

paradigm for embedded systems, 3D graphics hard-
ware acceleration to support rich graphics interfaces
and 3D entertainment environments on mobile plat-
forms is becoming increasingly popular. To address the
lack of specific tools to support the graphics architec-
ture development process [2] and to leverage early de-
cisions in the image quality/performance/power/cost
design exploration space of embedded graphics accelera-
tors, we designed GRAAL, a versatile hardware/software
co-simulation and co-design tool. The GRAphics AcceL-
erator design exploration framework (GRAAL) is an open
system which offers a coherent development methodol-
ogy based on an extensive library of graphics pipeline
components modeled at RT-level in SystemC [3]. As a con-
sequence, an entire system-on-chip can be simulated
by integrating third-party SystemC models of compo-
nents (microprocessors, memories, peripherals) along with
our own parameterizable SystemC RTL model of the graph-
ics hardware accelerator. GRAAL incorporates tools to as-
sist in the visual debugging of the graphics algorithms
implemented in hardware, and to estimate the perfor-
mance in terms of throughput, power consumption, and
area.

2. GRAAL design exploration framework
A pictorial representation of the design exploration

framework we propose is presented in Figure 1. Within
this framework, different graphics software applica-
tions can be run on the virtual system and various graphics
hardware accelerator organizations can be developed, veri-
fied, evaluated, and optimized without building a physical
prototype.
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Figure 1. GRAAL tool framework.

GRAAL Simulator provides a graphical front-end for
SystemC simulation control, data visualization, and perfor-
mance estimation in our graphics hardware accelerator de-
sign exploration framework. Some of the implemented ca-
pabilities are depicted in Figure 2.

GRAAL offers two fast power estimation strategies, both
based on SystemC RTL simulation. Both strategies are esti-
mating the average power consumption over the entire sim-
ulation period, providing as a byproduct the energy drawn
by the graphics accelerator from the battery. The first strat-
egy is based on several Synopsys tools (CoCentric Sys-
temC Compiler, Design Compiler, Power Compiler) [5],
connected by custom-developed scripts, and provides esti-
mates with a lower degree of accuracy (50%) being suit-
able for the initial micro-architecture exploration phase. For
the tool inter-operation details the reader is referred to [5].
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Figure 2. SystemC simulation control and
graphical visualization in GRAAL Simulator
program.

The second strategy utilizes the approach described in [1],
requiring more technology-dependent data setup from the
user, and is capable to deliver estimates within 25% of
circuit-level simulations.

To facilitate design exploration, a library of OpenGL-
compatible hardware modules has been modeled in Sys-
temC that include all the Rasterizer Stage functionality and
that can be plugged together to build a full-fledged graphics
hardware accelerator. These models can be used as micro-
architectural templates to support further refinement. All
modules that implement OpenGL functionality have a fully
parameterizable datapath, and can be configured to support
a tile-based rasterization approach [6]. In addition, miscella-
neous modules for interfacing in SOC, pseudo-modules for
performance monitoring, signal activity recording, graphi-
cal visualization, etc. are provided.

3. A case study
To assess the effectiveness of the GRAAL development

framework, we have designed, using the SystemC mod-
ule library described in Section 2, an OpenGL 1.2 com-
pliant 3D graphics hardware accelerator to be embed in
an ARM based SOC platform. The accelerator was de-
signed for QVGA displays and adopts a tile-based ras-
terization approach with the display conceptually split in
10 × 15 tiles, each with a 32 × 16 pixel resolution. One
frame of the AWadvs-04 component of the OpenGL bench-

Processed Fragments Frame duration
Triangles processed passed to color TFB (clock cycles)

15518 9510877 8759339 12168491

Table 1. Frame workload.

IC Technology Std. Cell Library
UMC Logic18-1.8V/3.3V-1P6M VST eSi-Route/11

Target Clk. Freq. Std. Cell No. Total Cell Area
200MHz 106k 2.44mm2

Frame Estimated Average Power Frame Estimated Energy
206mW 12.53mJ

Table 2. Graphics hardware estimation re-
sults.

mark SpecViewperf 6.12 [4] was generated on our vir-
tual SOC platform using the GRAAL tool framework. The
frame image obtained is presented in Figure 2. A few char-
acteristics of the frame workload on the graphics accelera-
tor obtained by SystemC RTL simulation are presented in
Table 1. The results of the hardware synthesis on the graph-
ics accelerator and estimated average power/energy drawn
from the battery per frame duration are presented in Table 2.

4. Conclusions
In this paper was presented GRAAL, a versatile

hardware/software co-simulation and co-design tool for
embedded 3D graphics accelerators. An assessment of
the effectiveness of the development framework has in-
dicated that a candidate implementation of an embed-
ded graphics accelerator can be developed in one working
day and, on a typical PC, data with a simulated through-
put of approximatively 100 frames a day can be acquired
from the simulated hardware for performance estima-
tion purposes.
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